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VII, 4, ifi; Utkala Melcalat Mr. Pargiter in his
translation of the MSrkandeya P. (p. 3*27) has a note on
these two peoples which we will reproduce in full because
of the way it seems to anticipate the conclusions which I am
endeavouring to disentangle from this examination of the
facts. "'The Vttalas were well-known (though not, often
mentioned in the M.-Bh.) and were a rude tribe of very
early origin^ for they do not appear to have had any close
affinities with the races around them, and the Hari-varhsa
throws their origin back to the fabulous time of Ila (X,
631-2). Their territory reached on the east the R, KapisS
(Raghit- V. IV, 38...,and on the west they touched the
Mekalas, for the two peoples are coupled together in the
M. Bh. and the Ramayana and the Mekalas were the
inhabitants of the Mekala hills, i.e., the hills bounding
Chhattisgarh on the west and north, Northward
dwelt the Punrjras and southward the Kalingas. Hence
TItkala comprised the southern portion of Chuta Nag-pur,
the northern tributary states of Ori?sa and the Balasore
district. Various derivations have been suggested of the
name Utkala but I would only draw attention to some of
the above passages where Utkala and Mekala are placed
together as if their names possessed something in common."
Utkala is still to-day one of the usual designations of
Orissa and the language of Orissa is called at will Oriya,
OJrl or even Uttoli (Ling.-Surv., F, Part II, p. 367). As
the Survey states clearly : " the Orissa country is not
confined to the division which now bears that name. It
includes a portion of the district of Midnapur in the north.
,..Oriya is also the language of most of the district of
Singhbhum, belonging to the division of Chota Nagpur and
of several neighbouring native states which fall politically
within the same division. On the west it is the language
c?    ^P

